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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study  

 The Fifth Mountain is a novel that was written by Brazilian author, 

Paulo Coelho. It was first published in 1996. The original title of this novel is 

written by O Monte Cinco in Portuguese. The Fifth Mountain has been 

translated to 33 languages: Albanian, Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, 

Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, French, German, Greek, 

Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Macedonian, 

Malayalam, Marathi, Norwegian, Persian, Polish,   Portuguese, Romanian, 

Russian, Serbian, Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish and Turkish. This novel 

consists of 105 pages and two chapters. 

Paulo Coelho was born in 1947 in the city of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. 

He is a Brazilian author. Before dedicating his life completely to literature, he 

worked as theatre director and actor, lyricist and journalist. In 1986, he did 

the pilgrimage to Saint James of Compostella, an experience later 

documented in his book The Pilgrimage. In the following year, Paulo Coelho 

published The alchemist. This novel became one of best selling Brazilian 

books of all time. After writing The Fifth Mountain, Coelho  produced  Love 

letters from Prophet (1997), Veronika Decides to Die (1998), The Devil and 

Miss Prym (2000),Eleven Minutes (2003), The Genie and the Roses (2004), 

The Zahir (2005), Like the Flowing River (2006),and others.  
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The Fifth Mountain is an inspiring story of a man named Elijah. He is 

a prophet who lived in Israel.  For a certain reason, he has to flee away from 

his home to a town called Akbar. In Akbar he survives the challenges of his 

life which later change him and prepare him to go back to Israel and rebuild 

his home country. He is a carpenter in Israel. He receives visions and is visited 

by angel. Since childhood he had heard voices and spoken with angels. When 

he was taken to a priest by his parents he was identified as a nabi which 

literally means a prophet or a man of who bring the words of God. However, 

he was then forced by his parents to become a carpenter and due to that the 

visits by angels and the visions started to get less frequent. He began to 

consider himself a common man and started to talk like common folk. 

Then something happened that changed the life of Elijah. The princess 

of Tyre, Jezebel, married Ahab, the king of Israel. Other kings had also done 

the same things and this has resulted in peace in the region. After ascending to 

the throne Jezebel asked Ahab to replace the worship of Lord with that of the 

Gods of Lebanon. Jezebel changed the religion being practiced in Israel. She 

started to kill all the priests and prophets of Israel, so that there will not be 

anyone left to preach the worship of the Lord, the god of Israel. 

Elijah with another prophet tried to run away from Israel. The other 

prophet was killed by Elijah was able to run out of Israel. Then his guardian 

angel descended upon him and guided him to go to the town of Akbar where 

he will be received by a widow woman who will feed him and give him 

protection. He did so and was received by widow. But the people of town of 
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Akbar were against providing shelter to an Israelite prophet because they not 

wanted any confrontation with Princess Jezebel. But because of the tradition 

of the town they had to shelter him. 

Soon, widow’s son died. High priest of Akbar ordered Elijah to climb 

The Fifth Mountain so that the gods will kill him. He did so but on the peak of 

the mountain he was descended upon by the angel of the Lord who guided him 

back to the town and said him to perform a miracle to bring back widows son 

from dead. Elijah did so and the son of widow was again alive. Everyone in 

Akbar was taken aback by miracle he performed and they all started 

respecting him and treating him like a man of God. Finally there was war and 

Akbar was destroyed. The widow whom Elijah came to love also died. The 

only inhabitants of Akbar were now the old, the children and the widows and 

ladies. Men and adults had run away and youth was slain in the war. Elijah 

rebuilt the city, became commissioner of the city, taught everyone to read and 

write and built a library where they kept the written record of their history. 

They wrote it all because they wanted their coming generations to know that 

defeat was not accepted and they rebuilt the city. 

Elijah fought against God. The angel of Lord returned and said to 

Elijah that Lord is pleased by his struggle and he is blessed by lord. The angel 

said unto Elijah that the Lord has ordered him to go to Israel and restore the 

religion and worship of Lord and remove Jezebel. 

Elijah did so. He returned to Israel, performed the granted miracle and 

restored the faith. He ordered the execution of prophets who had betrayed the 
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Lord. Jezebel sought him everywhere but he fled to The Fifth Mountain and 

remained there. Later Syrians invaded the country and killed Ahab and Jezebel 

took refuge in her palace. She was later captured.  

The Fifth Mountain is a novel that has many public responses. The 

responses come from readers, critics, market, and book industries. This novel 

has been reviewed by some book reviewer in some mass media. 

According to the researcher there are five interesting points of the novel 

to be researched. First, the characters in the novel has strong characteristic. The 

central character in this novel is Elijah. he have a good resilience to face the many 

problem. For example, when Elijah must struggle in God way. He lose a women 

who his loves. 

Second, the novel set in an Israel and Zarephat. The interesting side of the 

setting in the novel is that it portrays a real life, not imagery. Because of that, it 

can be imagined and described easily by the readers. 

Third, Coelho uses front plot to tell the story in the novel. It makes the 

readers easily to understand the novel. Fourth, the language of the novel can be 

understood easily. The Fifth Mountain used Standard English language. The 

description of characterization of the characters can be shown in their 

conversation and narration that delivered by the author. 

The last points, the novel has crucial theme to be discussed. The theme of 

the story in the novel is Resilience needed to achieve life goals. In the novel, 

Elijah is a figure that has resilience to face the trial’s life. He can face his 

problem although he almost gives up but he trying again to finish his entire 

problem. Coelho try to deliver something important in the story, which is the 
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resilience of someone to face theirs life problem. He wants the reader to open 

their eyes and mind that resilience in the life is important to gets their life 

goals.  

Based on the explanation above, the researcher is encouraged to entitle 

the research as follows, “THE IMPORTANCE OF RESILIENCE IN 

PAULO COELHO’S THE FIFTH MOUNTAIN: AN INDIVIDUAL 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE”. 

 

B. Literature Review 

Having thoroughly done the literature review, the writer has not found 

previous research which study the Coelhoe’s “The Fifth Mountain”.  Hence, 

the writer find it as a benefit as the novel has not been explored by other 

previous researcher. .In this research the writer does not find the other 

researcher in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, Sebelas Maret 

University and Gajah Mada University conducting a study on the importance 

of resilience in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain using  individual 

psychological perspective. 

Spesifically, the researcher will use  the individual psychological 

perspective to reveal the importance of resilience and the effect of Elijah as 

the major character in the novel The Fifth Mountain. 
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C. Limitation of the Study 

In this research, the writer gives limitation to focus on Individual 

Psychological approach. It is emphasized on the importance of resilience 

reflected in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain (1996) novel by employing 

An Individual Psychological perspective as the primary approach.  

 

D. Problem Statement 

The problem of the study is ”How is importance of resilience reflected 

in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain novel? 

 

E. Objective of the Study 

The objectives of the study are mentioned as follows: 

1. To analyze Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain novel based on its 

structural elements 

2.  To describe how is the importance of resilience in Paulo Coelho’s The 

Fifth Mountain novel based on individual psychological perspective. 

 

F. The benefit of the Study 

The study of the importance of resilience in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth 

Mountain novel is aimed at two purposes theoretically and practically.  

1. Theoretical Benefit 

The study hopes to give a new contribution to larger body of 

knowledge, particularly the literary studies on the fifth mountain novel 
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2. Practical Benefit 

The study hopes to enrich the writer’s knowledge and experience 

dealing with individual psychological perspective also to give a deeper 

understanding in literary field as a reference to the other researcher in 

analyzing the novel into different perspective. 

 

G. Research Method 

1. Type of the Study 

The writer uses descriptive qualitative method. The research object 

in this study is the importance of resilience in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth 

Mountain. 

2. Object of the Study 

The object of this research is Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain 

novel, and the writer is going to analyze it by using individual 

psychological approach. 

3. Type of the Data and the Data Source 

In study there are two source namely primary and secondary data 

source. There are: 

a. Primary Data Source 

The primary data source is original materials on which other 

research is based that usually the first formal appearance of result in 

the print or electronic literature and it’s from the tine period. The 

primary data source is taken from Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain 

novel. 
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b. Secondary Data Resources 

The secondary data source is the data that consist of the other 

data related to the primary data as the support that comment on and 

discuss the evidence provided by primary source.  

The secondary data source consist of the data, which are related 

to the primary data, such as books some bibliography of the author, 

and other relevant information.  

4. Technique of the Data Collection 

The methods used for collecting data are library research and 

browsing. They are as follows: 

a. Reading the Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain novel. 

b. Identifying the topic of the novel. 

c. Determining the major characters. 

d. Taking a note of the important information. 

e. Reading some related books to find out the theory. 

f. Determining Issues of the novel. 

5. Technique of the Data Analysis. 

In this research the technique that is used to analyze the data is 

based on individual psychological perspective that analyzes the 

importance of resilience in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth Mountain novel. The 

writer analyzes the structural elements of The Fifth Mountain and then the 

writer analyzes the importance of resilience in Paulo Coelho’s The Fifth 

Mountain based on individual psychological approach. 
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H. Research Paper Organization 

To make this study more understandable, this study is divided into five 

chapters. Chapter I contains introduction that consist of background of the 

study, problem statement, limitation of the study, objectives of the study, 

benefits of the study, research method and paper organization. Chapter II is 

about underlying theory that deals with theory of individual psychology, 

major principles of individual psychology and theoretical application. Chapter 

III covers the structural elements of the novel that includes character and 

characterization, setting, plot, point of view, theme of novel and style. 

Besides, this chapter also contains discussion about the structural elements of 

the novel. Chapter IV is individual psychological analysis. It is about the 

application of theory of individual psychological toward the novel. Chapter V 

consists of conclusion and suggestion of the study. 

 


